
LA CAPELLE - 26 June 

Race 1 

1. GABANA DANOVER - Down the field in a driven race at Avranches six days ago. 

Others preferred.  

2. GENERAL DAIDOU - Absent since a DQ in a driven race at Nancy in November. 

Likely to improve for the race.  

3. GORAN DE LA BESVRE - Held 34L sixth at Amiens last week. Others hold more 

obvious claims.  

4. GRYFFONDOR DU POLI - Fair 21L fourth at Amiens nine days ago. Improvement 

required.  

5. GRANTURISMO LEPINE - Fifth beaten 13L at this venue six days ago. Of note in 

this race.  

6. GAMINE DU BOURG - 25L fifth at Amiens nine days ago. Claims on form when 

runner-up at Arras last month.  

7. GOLD ELEVEN - Held 54L ninth at Amiens nine days ago. Best watched.  

8. GYPSIE SLY - Good 6.5L third in a driven race at Gournay last month. Strong claims 

on mounted debut. 

9. GENIE DES LUCAS - Fair 7.25L seventh in an eighteen runner driven race at 

Lisieux two weeks ago. Bold show expected on return to mounted racing. 

Summary 

GENIE DES LUCAS (9) returns to mounted racing following a 7.25L seventh at Lisieux. 

Makes plenty of appeal. GYPSIE SLY (8) looks well placed for her mounted debut 

following a 6.5L third at Gournay. Holds claims. Racing barefoot for the first time can 

see GAMINE DU BOURG (6) play a hand in the finish following a 25L fifth at Amiens. 

GRANTURISMO LEPINE (5) is another to consider after a 13L fifth at this venue. 

Selections 

GENIE DES LUCAS (9) - GYPSIE SLY (8) - GAMINE DU BOURG (6) - 

GRANTURISMO LEPINE (5)  



Race 2 

1. HELOISE DU PARCQ - Held 17L ninth at Nancy when debuting in November. Changed trainer since. 

2. HYDILLE DE RETZ - Good 2.75L third at Caen at the start of this month. Of note running barefoot. 

3. HAPPY DANICA - DQ late on having tried to make all at Chartres ten days ago. Strong claims. 

4. HAVANA QUICK - Victorious by 2.25L at Le Croise-Laroche twelve days ago. One to note.  

5. HERA D'ESPACE - Runner-up beaten 2L at Lisieux two weeks ago. Notable runner without shoes. 

6. HOLLY GREEN - Good 2.75L third at Angers twelve days ago. Claims racing barefoot. 

7. HOLLY SHINE - Seventh both starts this spell including at Le Croise-Laroche earlier this month. Step 

forward required. 

8. HEDENN LOVE DE REM - DQ at Vincennes eleven days ago. Capable of better.  

9. HAYASTAN DE ROSAN - DQ at Caen four days ago. Considered having won both previous starts 

at this circuit. Races barefoot. 

10. HAVANE D'OCCAGNES - Held 6L sixth at Vincennes eleven days ago. Top chance having won by 

0.75L at Amiens prior. 

11. HUNA LILA - Fair 4.5L fifth at Argentan just under two weeks ago. Looking for a first victory at the 

31st time of asking. 

12. HUKA DE L'ECLAIR - Returning from a break when DQ at Le Croise-Laroche last month. 

Improvement expected. 

Summary 

HAVANE D'OCCAGNES (10) can deliver a victory having finished a respectable 6L sixth at Vincennes. 

HYDILLE DE RETZ (2) gets a winning opportunity on the back of a 2.75L third at Caen. In the mix. 

HERA D'ESPACE (5) is shortlisted following a 2L second at Lisieux. DQ at Caen earlier this week 

HAYASTAN DE ROSAN (9) may deliver an improved effort having won both previous starts at this track. 

Selections 

HAVANE D'OCCAGNES (10) - HYDILLE DE RETZ (2) - HERA D'ESPACE (5) - HAYASTAN DE 

ROSAN (9)  



Race 3 

1. HUFALO - Winner of two of his last three starts including by 0.25L at Le Croise-Laroche just over 

three weeks ago. Strong claims without shoes. 

2. HEAVEN D'ECAJEUL - Successful by 0.75L at Le Croise-Laroche twelve days ago. Notable 

contender.  

3. HONEY KING - Fair 5.25L eighth at Vincennes earlier this month. Step forward needed. 

4. HIMEROS DU GOUTIER - Good second at Caen prior to a DQ at Vincennes eight days ago. Claims 

if putting that mishap behind him. 

5. HORSY ROYAL - Unbeaten in four completed starts but rates a risky proposition following six 

consecutive DQs.  

6. HELICIO BELLO - Held 20L seventh at Le Croise-Laroche a month ago. Minor role likely.  

7. HICKORY D'ERPION - Returning from a break when suffering a DQ at Le Croise-Laroche in April. 

Improvement required. 

8. HARLEQUIN - Improved effort when 0.25L second at Sable-sur-Sarthe second up. Bold show 

expected. 

9. HOMARD LAND - Fair 5L fifth at Nantes just over six weeks ago. Form of that event is working out 

well. Consider if repeating. 

10. HAUTBRION COLMI - Successful by a nose at Chartres last month. Leading contender. 

11. HATCHI DU KLAU - Improved effort when beaten 1.75L fourth at Cherbourg second up. One to 

note.  

12. HYPER FAST - Caught the eye when finishing 3.25L third at Vincennes two weeks ago. Top chance. 

Summary 

HAUTBRION COLMI (10) can complete a double following a nose triumph at Chartres. Contender. 

HYPER FAST (12) looks up to delivering a big effort having finished 3.25L third at Vincennes. Makes 

appeal. HUFALO (1) has won twice from three starts this spell including by 0.25L at Le Croise-Laroche. 

Consider for the win. HARLEQUIN (8) makes the shortlist on the back of a 0.25L second at Sable-sur-

Sarthe. 

Selections 

HAUTBRION COLMI (10) - HYPER FAST (12) - HUFALO (1) - HARLEQUIN (8)  



Race 4 

1. GLOIRE A DIEU - Held 13L eighth at Amiens at the end of last month. Best watched. 

2. GABRIELLA - Down the field 7.5L ninth here just over six weeks ago. More needed. 

3. GALAXIE DU CONDROZ - DQ twice in February including at Vincennes. Minor role likely. 

4. GRACEFUL - Absent since a DQ at Le Mans in December. Likely to improve for the race. 

5. GOLENCIA DE WARNOC - DQ at Amiens in May last year. Debuting for a new trainer. 

6. GOLDEN TULIPE - Seventh beaten 3L at Le Croise-Laroche twelve days ago. One to note racing 

barefoot. 

7. GRANNY D'OCCAGNES - DQ at Segre just under two weeks ago. Successful at Saint-Aubin prior. 

8. GOLDEN ROSE VIP - DQ at Le Croise-Laroche in November. Likely to improve for the race.  

9. GRANDE MALICE - Held 15L seventh at Amiens last week. Others preferred.  

10. GRANADELLA - Returning from a break when 5.25L seventh at Le Croise-Laroche in April. Better 

expected racing barefoot for the first time. 

11. GRANDE ET BELLE - Bidding to complete a hat-trick when 8L ninth at Le Croise-Laroche twelve 

days ago. Top chance. 

12. GUSTAVIA - Good 3L fifth at Vincennes in early March. Debuting for a new trainer. 

13. GLOIRE DE LA BASLE - Returning from a break when 10L ninth at Laval eight days ago. Step 

forward likely without shoes. 

14. GLOIRE DIVINE - DQ two most recent starts including at Vincennes just over six weeks ago. Risky 

proposition.  

Summary 

GRANDE ET BELLE (11) can return to winning ways having won twice prior to an 8L ninth at Le Croise-

Laroche. Include. GOLDEN TULIPE (6) looks well placed to strike after a 3L seventh at the same venue. 

In the mix. GRANADELLA (10) is shortlisted racing barefoot for the first time following a 5.25L seventh 

at Le Croise-Laroche. GLOIRE DE LA BASLE (13) is expected to show improved form based on 10L 

ninth at Laval first up. 

Selections 

GRANDE ET BELLE (11) - GOLDEN TULIPE (6) - GRANADELLA (10) - GLOIRE DE LA BASLE 

(13)  



Race 5 

1. ILONA DU FER - Runner-up twice prior to a 5.25L eighth at Reims last month. Notable contender.  

2. ICONE D'ABBEVILLE - Victorious by a nose at Saint-Omer on debut just under four weeks ago. 

Strong claims. 

3. IMMY FRA MALOU - Good 1.75L second at Amiens last week. Of note. 

4. IKOUMA DU HOULET - DQ at Reims seven days ago. Others preferred.  

5. IZIRA JOSSELYN - Followed up a debut victory at Ranes with a 4.5L third at Gournay just over a 

month ago. Top chance. 

6. IMAGINE D'AR - Returning from a break when 4.5L eighth at Laval eight days ago. Step forward 

likely. 

7. IBIZA DRY - Held 22L fifth at Laon just under six weeks ago. Debuting for a new trainer. 

8. IDYLLE DES BAUX - DQ at Cherbourg last weekend. Best watched. 

9. ISA LEPINE - Held 13L sixth at a minor venue on debut 20 days ago. Others make more appeal. 

10. IDYLLE DES BERTHES - Put a DQ behind her when 3.25L fifth at Vichy nineteen days ago. Step 

forward required.  

11. INFINITY BABEL - DQ at Le Croise-Laroche just under two weeks ago. More required on second 

career start.  

12. IMAGE DE REVE - DQ two most recent starts including at Reims three weeks ago. Others hold 

more obvious claims. 

13. IRIS DES CHAMPS - Seventh beaten 11L here six days ago. Dropping in grade. 

14. ISADORA STAR - Qualified second fastest at Le Croise-Laroche in April but suffered a DQ at Arras 

on first race start. Improvement expected. 

15. INDIA SONG - Unraced Django Riff filly. Likely to improve for the experience.  

16. I FEEL PRETTY - DQ on three of her four starts to date. Best watched. 

Summary 

IZIRA JOSSELYN (5) can return to winning ways following a 4.5L third at Gournay. ICONE 

D'ABBEVILLE (2) looks well placed based on a nose success at Saint-Omer on debut. ILONA DU FER 

(1) is shortlisted having finished 4.25L second at Amiens on her penultimate outing. IMMY FRA MALOU 

(3) looks well placed on the back of a 1.75L second at the same circuit. 

Selections 

IZIRA JOSSELYN (5) - ICONE D'ABBEVILLE (2) - ILONA DU FER (1) - IMMY FRA MALOU (3)  



Race 6 

1. ICE STAR - Victorious by 1.75L at Laon earlier this month. One to note.  

2. IBIKI DE HOUELLE - Debuted with a 2L triumph at Le Croise-Laroche just under two weeks ago. 

Bold show expected. 

3. IN LOVE DE JIEL - Broke his maiden when winning by 0.25L at Laon 20 days ago. Strong claims.  

4. IDEAL DE BRESSE - Third on grass at Rambouillet just under three weeks ago. Claims.  

5. IDEAL DE LARRE - Finished third on three of his four starts to date including when beaten 2L on 

grass at Alencon at the end of last month. Notable runner.  

6. IOUP LA BOUM - Eighth at La Roche-sur-Yon a week ago. Needs to put that effort behind him.  

7. IMPULSE LOTOIS - Seventh two most recent starts including at Amiens at the end of last month. 

Others hold more obvious claims. 

8. IPALIO - Held 5L seventh at Le Croise-Laroche a month ago. Capable of better.  

9. INTERVAL TRAINING - Put a couple of DQs behind him when 6.25L fifth at Reims a week ago. Step 

forward needed. 

10. IMPALA PARK - Demonstrated improved form when 0.25L second at Laon earlier this month. 

Claims if replicating. 

11. IPSOS LAND - Failed to shine when 68L eighth at Maure-de-Bretagne first up four weeks ago. More 

required.  

12. IZIR JOSSELYN - DQ both starts to date including on grass at Rambouillet 20 days ago. Others 

preferred.  

13. IGOR BIRD - Below par 21L eighth at this track six days ago. Best watched. 

14. IPOD QUICK - Qualified fastest of ten at Grosbois in January but faded 25L eighth at Nantes on 

debut later that month. Likely to improve for the run.  

Summary 

IBIKI DE HOUELLE (2) won by 2L on debut at Le Croise-Laroche. Looks well placed to complete a 

double. IN LOVE DE JIEL (3) is shortlisted having scored by 0.25L at Laon. Faces marginally tougher 

opposition but holds claims. IDEAL DE LARRE (5) gets a winning opportunity following a 2L third to a 

subsequent winner at Alencon. ICE STAR (1) is another to consider after a 1.75L success at Laon on 

his seventh career outing. 

Selections 

IBIKI DE HOUELLE (2) - IN LOVE DE JIEL (3) - IDEAL DE LARRE (5) - ICE STAR (1)  



Race 7 

1. FUN DE BELLANDE - Held 22L eighth at Laon earlier this month. More needed.  

2. FLASHBACK SYGA - Good 0.75L third at Le Croise-Laroche twelve days ago. One to note.  

3. FORTUNE D'OPALE - Seventh at Arras first up six days back. Step forward likely.  

4. FRIVOLE D'ARBAZ - Good form prior to a 20L 11th at Amiens three weeks ago. Notable contender.  

5. FAKIR DE BEAUVALET - Faded when 11L fourth at Reims at the end of last month. Capable of better without 

shoes. 

6. FLEUR DU NORD - Fair 12L sixth at Laon just under three weeks ago. Poor wins to runs record.  

7. FLAG DE MARIONS - Good form this spell including when winning by 5.25L at Amiens three weeks ago. Leading 

contender. 

8. ETOILE DE JIEL - Successful by 1.25L at Le Croise-Laroche twelve days ago. Claims if replicating that effort. 

9. FLY DES ANDIERS - Fifth beaten 1.25L at Vincennes in early March. Likely to improve for the race.  

10. FUSION MERITE - Raced prominently when 3L third at Vincennes at the end of December. Dangerous if sharp 

for her return. 

11. ELVIS DES GLENAN - Seventh in a big field grass event at Arras six days ago. Of note having won by 2.5L at 

Morlaix prior. Runs barefoot. 

12. ECLAIR STAR - Seventh beaten 2.5L at Chartres in early April. Has won at this track in the past. 

13. FUCHSIA PIERJI - Followed up a 1.25L triumph at Vichy with a 6.5L fourth at Meslay-du-Maine 23 days ago. 

Strong claims racing in pads for the first time.  

14. FUEGO DU MORTIER - Placed in three consecutive starts prior to a tenth at Vincennes two weeks ago. Bold 

show likely. 

15. ELFE GEDE - DQ two most recent outings including in a mounted race at Les Andelys two weeks ago. Others 

preferred. 

Summary 

FLAG DE MARIONS (7) can deliver another big effort following a 5.25L success at Amiens. FUCHSIA PIERJI (13) 

looks well placed racing in pads for the first time having finished 6.5L fourth at Meslay-du-Maine. In the mix. FUEGO 

DU MORTIER (14) disappointed when tenth at Vincennes. Had been in good form prior including 5.25L third at the 

same track. Shortlisted. FRIVOLE D'ARBAZ (4) enters calculations having finished a nose second at Le Touquet 

on her penultimate outing. 

Selections 

FLAG DE MARIONS (7) - FUCHSIA PIERJI (13) - FUEGO DU MORTIER (14) - FRIVOLE D'ARBAZ (4)  



Race 8 

1. GERONIMO MATICA - Victorious by 5.5L at Graignes nine days ago. Of note in this race.  

2. GENTLEMAN DE LATZ - DQ at Lyon-Parilly last week. Others preferred.  

3. GLASGOW RANGERS - Held 11L tenth at Saint-Omer at the start of last month. Step forward 

needed.  

4. GRANDGOUSIER - Put a couple of DQs behind him when 8.25L fourth at Nantes just over two weeks 

ago. Further improvement required. 

5. GOLD AND GREEN - Held 17L seventh at this venue six days ago. Best watched.  

6. GUN DE CHANLECY - DQ all four previous starts including in a mounted race at Rambouillet at the 

end of last month. New shoeing combination tried. 

7. GOLZAC DE REM - DQ two most recent starts including at Vincennes eighteen days ago. Minor role 

likely. 

8. GRAPPILLEUR - Winner of his penultimate start but failed to shine when 13L eighth at Le Croise-

Laroche a month ago. Capable of better.  

9. GEMINI JIEL - Returning from a break when 19L eighth at Laon just under three weeks ago. Step 

forward expected. 

10. GREAT D'ARRY - DQ at Cherbourg last weekend. Placed on his only previous start at this venue. 

11. GRANIT GALAA - Fair 6L tenth at Vincennes earlier this month. Notable runner.  

12. GORLANDO - Good 2.5L fifth at Vincennes first up eighteen days ago. Leading contender running 

barefoot. 

13. GAVROCHE D'IDEE - Nose winner at Laon just under three weeks ago. Bold show expected without 

shoes. 

Summary 

GORLANDO (12) can deliver a victory following a 2.5L fifth in a higher grade at Vincennes first up. 

Contender. GAVROCHE D'IDEE (13) looks well placed having won by a nose at Laon. In the mix. 

GERONIMO MATICA (1) enters calculations following a 5.5L victory in a class F at Graignes. GRANIT 

GALAA (11) is considered down in level following a respectable 6L tenth at Vincennes. 

Selections 

GORLANDO (12) - GAVROCHE D'IDEE (13) - GERONIMO MATICA (1) - GRANIT GALAA (11) 


